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     Abstract 

These days, practically every field uses a 

biosensor in some capacity. Biosensors 

are cutting-edge analytical tools that 

combine transducers and biological 

recognition components to identify and 

measure certain molecules or analytes in 

complex samples. These advanced 

devices interact with the target analyte of 

interest using the inherent sensitivity and 

specificity of biological elements, such as 

enzymes, proteins, antibodies, nucleic 

acids, or entire cells. The biological 

recognition element and the analyte 

interact to produce a quantifiable signal, 

which is subsequently transformed into 

useable data by the biosensor's transducer 

component. Medical diagnostics, 

environmental monitoring, food safety, 

biotechnology, and pharmaceutical 

research are just a few of the industries 

where biosensors are used. Biosensors are 

employed in the medical industry to 

diagnose illnesses, keep track of 

biomarkers, and monitor vital signs in 

real time. They have made a substantial 

contribution to personalised medicine by 

providing quick and precise results that 

help with early detection and treatment 

choices. This study suggests a Double  

Gate Plasma-Assisted (DG-CNFET) 

based biosensor for the detection of 

various biomolecules. The impact of 

different biomolecule species (e.g., 

Uricase, Protein, APTES, ChOX, 

Streptavidin and Biotin) on the device's 

performance metrics has been studied. 

With the addition of biomolecules to the 

nanocavity, it has been noted that the 

drain current increases significantly. 

Similarly, biomolecules can also be used 

to obtain the change in transconductance. 

We analyse the various electrical 

properties of proposed device e.g., 

transconductance, output conductance 

and cutoff frequency at different plasma 

assisted channel radius. In addition to the 

excellent power performance of DG 

Plasma-Assisted CNFET, this device has 

demonstrated good sensing and can be 

effectively used for biosensing 

applications. 
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